243 Down and Out in Battersea
Monorelief
£ 130
Unique
Stephen Mumiberson

244 Machu Picchu
Etching
£ 150 Framed, £ 100 Unframed
Glyn Thomas

245 Fingal’s Cave
Etching & aquatint
£ 300 Framed, £ 225 Unframed
Edition size 100
Joseph Winkelman

246 Drop Out St Paul’s
Monorelief
£ 120
Unique
Stephen Mumiberson

247 Australia-Dreamtime
Woodcut
Unframed £600
Edition size 9
Terry Greaves

248 Quayside
Engraving
£280 Framed, £250 Unframed
Edition size 75
Adrian Bartlett

249 St Ives Interior
Echino
£ 195 Framed, £ 140 Unframed
Edition size 35
David Lintime

250 Itch
Mezzotint
£ 50 Framed, £ 30 Unframed
Edition size 60
Martin Langford

251 Plato’s Cave #1
Etching
£ 280 Framed, £250 Unframed
Edition size 20
Christopher Roantree

252 October, New Dovers House, Campden
Hand coloured etching
£ 86 Framed, £ 66 Unframed
Edition size 80
Anthony Dawson

253 Mytonia and Winch, Southwold
Hand coloured etching
£ 88 Framed, £ 68 Unframed
Edition size 80
Anthony Dawson

254 A The Old, Gate, Snowshill
Hand coloured etching
£ 86 Framed, £ 66 Unframed
Edition size 80
Anthony Dawson

254 B Rock Study Falmouth II
Drypoint
Framed £150, Unframed £115
Edition size 20
John Howard

255 Rock Study Falmouth I
Drypoint
Framed £150, Unframed £115
Edition size 20
John Howard

256 The Big Day
Etching & Aquatint
£ 170 Framed, £ 135 Unframed
Edition size 75
Katarina Larusdottir RWS

257 Family Portrait I
Lithograph
£180 Framed, £150 Unframed
Edition size 12
Louise Clarke

258 Tea Time
Etching & Aquatint
£ 90 Framed, £ 60 Unframed
Edition size 75
Katarina Larusdottir

259 Founder’s Mark
Aquatint
£ 90 Framed, £ 70 Unframed
Edition size 30
Jane Stobart

260 Tapping-In
Aquatint
£ 70 Framed, £ 50 Unframed
Edition size 30
Jane Stobart

261 Peter
Aquatint
£ 65 Framed, £ 45 Unframed
Edition size 40
Jane Stobart

262 Shinen-Do Temple
Lino-cut
£ 150 Framed, £ 120 Unframed
Olwen Jones

263 Sakkara
Relief print
£ 130 Framed, £ 100 Unframed
Edition size 6
Peter Wickham

264 Babel Tower in Pieces
Wood engraving & Linocut
£ 200 Framed, £150 Unframed
Edition size 45
Anne Desmet

265 Dog Show
Wood engraving
£ 140 Framed, £ 95 Unframed
Edition size 100
Hilary Paynter

266 6am Streak
Etching
£ 145 Framed, £95 Unframed
Edition size 175
Trevor Price

267 The Lady in the Van
(or Mr. Bennett’s dilemma)
Linoprint Collage
£ 465 Framed, £400 Unframed
Edition size 3
Carol E Walklin

268 Snootectonocro
Iris print
£ 360 Framed, £280 unframed
Edition size 25
Magnus Irvin

269 Italian Wall IV, Venice
(Longhena)
Etching, Aquatint, Mixed Media
£45 Framed
Alastair Crawford Hon RE

270 The Tropical Garden
Etching
£ 145 Framed, £95 Unframed
Edition size 175
Trevor Price

271 Town Conservatory
Lino-cut
£ 78 Framed, £ 60 Unframed
Olwen Jones

272 Hotel Back Yard - Cahors
Aquatint and Etching
£ 150 Framed, £ 125 Unframed
Edition size 75
R A Le Bas

273 Etude no. V
Mezzotint
£120 Framed, £ 85 Unframed
Edition size 100
Roger Harris